Abstract. 2014 We study the Derrida generalized random energy model and its resulting probability law for the weights of the (free) energy levels. We show that it can be used to represent the (degenerate) free energies of the mean field spin glass thus completing the picture proposed by Mézard-Parisi and 
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64.70P -05.40 -75. 40 The Random Energy Model (REM) was introduced by Derrida [1] as a simplification of spin glass problems. The model consists of a!i independent random energy levels E,,, drawn from a Gaussian probability law (Ti(E) ~ exp -(E'INJ' a 1 ) and carrying a weighty = exp -JM~/Z, Z = L exp -~E«. At some critical temperature T 1 = (a 1 /4 In (11)1/2 the system reaches zero a entropy and « freezes ». Recently Derrida and Toulouse [2] were able to directly compute the moments of the probability law for the weights where &#x3E; stands for average over the Gaussian distributions ~ 1. They found that the W~k~ were the same functions as those computed a while ago [3] (via replicas) for the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model [4] . In the REM the argument of the W's is T/T 1, in the SK model X(qM)' the edge of the upper plateau of the Parisi function, a correspondence that had been established by Gross and Mezard [5] starting from a spin representation [1] The hierarchical tree structure of the levels with R tiers thus provides a natural definition of the (co)distance r (or xr --_ r/R) between two levels whose energies have r identical components 8il' ~ij2' '"~ ~ij2 jr but a distinct (r + l)th component Still missing is a spin interpretation that (via a proof a la Gross-Mezard) would provide a direct definition of a monotonic overlap function qr between those two levels.
Here we want to study the moments of the probability law for the weights PJ~~2···~R of levels having a given (co )distance Xr
The first part of this paper provides an explicit form for W rk~ at all temperatures.
Independently of the above developments of the GREM, Mezard, Parisi and Virasoro [7] have proposed a description of the standard mean field (SK) model that illuminates all the properties (e.g. sample to sample or valley to valley fluctuations) discovered in previous studies [3, 8] . They write the free energy of a state a as with Fo the extensive, degenerate part and fa a fluctuation of relative order 1/N and they assume that fa is an independent random variable with an exponential probability law with pM = ~(~M)' They then show that all the moments W(k) (Eq. ( 1 )) are identically those of the probability law for the weights P,,, of reference [3] . Further defining the weight of a cluster [3] Iq characterized by the overlap q, Pl,, = L Pa., they show that the same result holds provided xe !g pM is replaced by pq = j8~). They, however, do not say how one could define the free energy associated with a cluster and a naive but natural definition such as leads to inconsistencies (1) as we shall see below. This has led us to propose to represent the free ( 1 ) E.g. in dynamics [9] we are interested in computing exp -tZ). Then This new proposal is the content of the last part of this paper.
1. On the moments ~.
In the GREM the result for equation (4) (2) Neither for the evaluation [10] of exp -tZ ). (13) to (15). We get also after partial integration Those steps are identical to those taken in Mézard-Parisi-Virasoro. Except that here they are to be iterated. This is easy since the functions keep the same structure yielding (ii) T 2 T T 1 : The unfrozen tier r = 2 keeps now the full Gaussian distribution, with A 2 = N~2 J~ a2. The large N expansion for fk is given in reference [1] . But 3. On the definition of the cluster free energy.
Looking back on to the cluster free energy as defined in (7) together with probability law 6(~) (Eq. (6) This insures that one has the proper probability law for all q's derived by Mézard et al. [3] .
(ii) the « frozen » values for the (extensive part of the) free energy
The SK free energy for the tier r may be conveniently written using Sompolinsky's representations [ 11, 12] 
